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BABY PLANNING SEMINARS HELP PARENTS SAVE TIME AND MONEY 

MAPLE GROVE, MN, APRIL 20, 2009: Before and After Baby Planning, 

LLC, the premiere baby planning resource in the Twin Cities, 

today announces a three-part baby planning seminar sponsored by 

Bella Angel Imaging, a 3D/4D ultrasound imaging studio located 

at Suite 102 in The Fountains of Maple Grove. 

 

With a primary goal of saving time and money while planning for 

the baby, Before and After Baby Planning, LLC will present the 

following topics onsite at Bella Angel Imaging: (1) Registry 101 

(May 19, 7-9PM), (2) Baby Gear 1-On The Go (May 26, 7-9PM), and 

(3) Baby Gear 2-All About Nursery (June 2, 7-9PM). Expectant 

parents may register for any number of sessions at a cost of 

$15/single or $25/couple (prices to attend all three sessions 

are $40/single or $65/couple).  

 



 

 

“Partnering with Bella Angel Imaging is a logical fit for us,” 

said Linda Bauchwitz, co-founder of the mother/daughter owned 

Before and After Baby Planning, LLC. “Because both of our 

companies were figuratively ‘birthed’ by women and are based out 

of Maple Grove, we view the baby planning seminars as a great 

opportunity to both support expectant parents and the local 

economy.  

 

All seminar attendees will receive a complimentary diaper bag 

filled with baby products and a free three month trial of the 

Recall Alert Subscription, valued at $30. Bella Angel Imaging 

will award a $50 gift certificate to one lucky family. 

Information on 3D/4D ultrasound pricing and packages is 

available at www.bellaangelimaging.com. To register for the 

seminars email sarah@planning4baby.com or call 763-494-3201. 

 

For more information about Before and After Baby Planning, LLC, 

visit www.planning4baby.com or contact us by phone at 763-494-

3201. We deliver everything but the baby! 
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